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Measuring the 
Performance of Search 
Engine Marketing:

Two Tools for the Hospitality Industry

by Anil Aggarwal and Bill Carroll

ExECuTivE SuMMary

T
he importance of search as a medium for travel advertising and promotion has grown dramatically 
over the past ten years. According to industry researcher PhoCusWright, when consumers are 
comparing and choosing travel services, they use search engine websites more than travel 
suppliers. Forrester reports that consumers use these sites slightly less than they do online travel 

agencies. Search engine marketing spending is expected to represent nearly $1 of every $10 spent on 
both online and traditional marketing within three years. This report describes some of the tools 
available to measure return on investment (ROI) and some key performance indicators (KPIs) 
associated with search engine marketing. It provides two simple analyses that rely on freely available 
tools for measuring search marketing performance. It also presents the challenges of interpreting 
results from these and other tools and processes used to measure search engine marketing effectiveness. 
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The importance of internet search as a medium for travel advertising and promotion has 
grown dramatically over the past ten years. Google is currently the most used search 
engine, with a nearly two-thirds market share of views, and Yahoo and Bing (previously 
MSN) combined account for most of the remaining revenue.1 As indicated by Forrester, 

search is the current leader among online advertising and promotion medium spending. By 2012, 
search marketing is forecasted to represent $1 in every $10 spent on all media—both online and 
traditional.2 PhoCusWright reports that consumers use search engines more than they do travel 
suppliers, and slightly less (59% versus 71%) than they do online travel agencies for comparing and 
purchasing leisure travel services.3 Hitwise reports that within the travel category, Google has more 
views than do hotel suppliers and online travel agencies put together, and Google accounts for roughly 
30 percent of “downstream” traffic for both.4 Other search engines also attract travel consumers and 
produce downstream traffic. 
1 See, for example: Graham Mudd & Ammiel Kamon, “Best Practices for High Impact Online Advertising,” Comscore Webinar, July 27, 2010; and Eli 
Goodman and Mark Cramer, “The Future of Search: The Emerging Power of Real-time Personalized Search,  Comscore Webinar, July 13, 2010 (www.
comscore.com/Products_Services/Product_Index/qSearch).
2 Forrester, “The Decline of Traditional Advertising and the Rise of Social Media,” July 8, 2009.
3 PhoCusWright, “Consumer Travel Report: Behavioral Trends,” April 2009.
4 See: Hitwise Top 20 Travel Sites (www.hitwise.com/us/datacenter/main/dashboard-10133.html).

Measuring the Performance of 
Search Engine Marketing:

Two Tools for the Hospitality Industry

CornEll hoSpiTaliTy Tool

by Anil Aggarwal and Bill Carroll

www.comscore.com/Products_Services/Product_Index/qSearch
www.comscore.com/Products_Services/Product_Index/qSearch
www.hitwise.com/us/datacenter/main/dashboard-10133.html
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Search marketing can produce more accurate probabi-
listic estimates of marketing effectiveness than traditional 
marketing media (including print, radio, TV, and cable). 
This includes the return on investment (ROI) in advertising 
or other marketing advertising spending and the evaluation 
of key performance indicators (KPIs), such as the audience 
reach. While traditional media offer marketers informa-
tion about the number of individuals reached and their 
demographics (e.g., through print circulation or viewership 
analysis), marketers cannot easily trace the advertising 
expenses on those media to the creation of incremental 
revenue or other consumer response (e.g., numbers of 
impressions).

The effects of hotel search marketing activities and 
expenditures, on the other hand, can be measured as 
users type search terms for specific information (i.e., via 
words and groups of words used) about the hotel, brand, 
chain, location, or features. Marketers can also track user 
response via click throughs (when a user clicks on the 
property, brand, or destination website) or via click stream 
behaviors (that is, a series of websites a user clicks to in a 
single internet session). More sophisticated analysis can be 
performed by tracking consumer actions taken while on 
a property or brand website, such as making a reservation 
and checking loyalty points. Marketers can also use pop-up 
consumer surveys on their sites (commercial vendors pro-
vide these surveys). These sampling surveys capture more 

Search engines continue to be refined, particularly in 
the travel category. Within the past three years, a new type 
of search engine has evolved, usually known as meta-search. 
Kayak (www.kayak.com) is currently the travel category lead-
er.5 Meta-search sites focus on specific categories of search 
such as air travel and are more vertical in functional execu-
tion. That is, they have a more narrow focus than a traditional 
search engine, and allow users to gain content more efficiently 
than typical searches through Google or Yahoo. Within the 
last year Kayak moved into the top 20 travel-related sites, as 
reported by Hitwise.6 

Despite their differences, both use a pay-per-click (PPC) 
model, and so this paper treats traditional search engines 
and meta-search engines in the same fashion. Meta-search 
engines like Kayak operate on the basis of search criteria se-
lected by the user (e.g., location, price, or quality classification, 
such as stars). Traditional search engines have proprietary 
algorithms that respond to words and phrases entered by 
the user. The Bing.com search engine uses both approaches. 
Despite these differences, search can be evaluated on the basis 
that marketers can either pay for position in displays (using 
PPC); take actions to improve position (like search engine 
optimization or rate parity maintenance for meta-search); or 
capture the effect of search-marketing investments by con-
verting downstream user response at the hotel website.

5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.

http://www.kayak.com
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Exhibit 1 

Sample Google search page

information about consumer behavior.7 Alternatively, they 
can query callers to their reservations centers or properties 
or survey guests to evaluate both the path and motivation for 
being where they are.

This report describes some of the tools available to mea-
sure search engine ROI and KPIs. It also provides a simple 
analysis that relies on free tools available in the marketplace 
for measuring search marketing performance. We examine 

7 See, for example: iPerceptions.com 

the challenges of interpreting results from these tools and 
discuss the processes used to measure search engine market-
ing effectiveness. Note that the report and the accompanying 
tool focus on measuring website-based marketing efforts 
only. 

Search Engine Promotion
The strategies for promoting websites on search engines can 
be segmented into the following three categories, which are 
illustrated in the screen capture in Exhibit 1:
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• Organic promotion,
• Local promotion, and
• Paid search (PPC).

Organic promotion —Organic promotion is a long-
term strategy that includes (1) all the strategies deployed to 
make a brand website search engine friendly and to enhance 
website rankings in all internet yellow pages (IYPs), local, re-
gional, national maps, and niche-related directories; and (2) 
brand website design to optimize algorithmic search of the 
site. Success is typically measured by an increase in relevant 
traffic, click throughs, calls to reservation centers or local 
agents, and actual conversions.

Local promotion—Local promotion includes results 
in the local category of the search engine results page. This 
might include appearing in Google Maps, where the custom-
er is searching for a specific location or where the browser 
location falls in the “driving shed,” which is the geographical 
target market of the hotel purchasing the key word.

Paid search (PPC)—Pay-per-click measurements tally 
the listing results in the sponsored links section of the search 
results page. Users pay for ranking with desired keyword 
phrases. Paid search helps drive immediate results. Success 
of paid promotion is based on clicks, impressions, and the 
click though rate (CTR). Paid search involves paying to be 
listed in the results of specific search phrases (or keywords), 
typically near the top of the results. Several search engines 
and directories offer this service as paid advertising or spon-
sorship options. 

For the purposes of this article, we lump the organic 
and local promotion into organic search engine optimiza-
tion (SEO). We note that the effectiveness of both search 
marketing and traditional marketing rely on the portfolio of 
integrated marketing activities. 

Website Analytics
The initial step in evaluating search marketing effectiveness 
is to develop web analytics. This includes determining the 
source of traffic—that is, clicks reaching a specific hotel 
or brand website. There are several website analytics tools 
available in the market. Some of the main tools available are 
described in Exhibit 2.

For simple website analytics tracking, Google Analytics 
or Urchin Analytics is sufficient. These tools are straightfor-
ward and easy to set up, and they are free. For more so-
phisticated website analytics, one may need more advanced 
tools like those provided by Omniture, Webtrends, or Core 
Metrics. Those sophisticated tools may require experienced 
staff or resources from vendors who can assist marketers to 
set up and use them. As part of this report, we offer basic 
instructions on how to set up Google Analytics, and how to 
use it for basic search marketing analysis. We then show how 
to use inputs from Google Analytics in a spreadsheet tool 
to present, analyze, frame, and interpret basic ROI and KPI 
results from search marketing. The descriptions of the tools 
follow this discussion.

Setting Up Google Analytics on Your Website
Here’s how to set up Google Analytics code on a website. 
More details can be found on www.google.com/analytics/. 
1. Create a new account on Google Analytics (www.google.

com/analytics/).

2.  When you open Google Analytics, you can follow the 
prompts to set up a new account. The tool will ask for 
the website address that is to be tracked, so have the 
URL ready. 

Tool url Comments

Google Analytics or Urchin Analytics http://www.google.com/analytics/ Google Analytics is available at no cost. Urchin Analytics is 
similar to Google Analytics, except the tracking software is 
hosted on your own server. 

Omniture http://www.omniture.com/en/ Widely regarded as the market leader providing analytics for 
several large online businesses and corporations

Web Trends http://www.webtrends.com/ One of the early analytics providers.

Core Metrics http://www.coremetrics.com/ Another key analytics provider.

Exhibit 2

Website analytics tools

http://www.google.com/analytics/
http://www.google.com/analytics/
http://www.google.com/analytics/
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3. A confirmation page will then appear that verifies the 
account has been created. This confirmation also gives 
a code to be inserted on the brand website pages. For 
Google Analytics to function properly, this code must 
be installed on every page of the website to be tracked 
before the </body> tag. (See Exhibit 3.)

4. Once the code is added, Google Analytics should start 
tracking website results within 24 hours. 

Search Marketing Key Performance Indicator 
Measurement
Google Analytics allows the user to develop a set of useful 
KPIs. These have been segmented for tracking website 
performance into simple, detailed, and sophisticated KPIs, 
depending on the user’s goals and level of sophistication. 

1. Simple Tracking 
The KPIs for the simplest form of tracking give a quick 
snapshot of the potential effectiveness of search engine mar-
keting activities. This tracking is useful for senior managers 
and non-technical front line staff. It gives an overview of 
website activity without detailed analysis of the factors or 
sources that produced the activity. These measures indicate 
the volume of visitors coming to the hotel (brand) website, 
the number of pages viewed, and, with some additional in-
formation, the number of reservations made. As discussed 
below, by making some simplifying assumptions, ROI 
estimates can be calculated. However, using such a simple 

approach brings the risk of either over- or underestimating 
the effectiveness of search engine marketing and keyword 
(PPC) investments. 

As shown in Exhibit 4 (next page), a consumer can take 
a variety paths to arrive at a hotel website. Consequently, the 
traffic generated or reservations made may not have been 
influenced solely by search marketing activity. Reservations 
may be influenced by the search engine channel (or path), 
but made on another channel, and reservations may be can-
celled or amended later. 

Some Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Visitors. This measures the number of search engine visitors 
who viewed the hotel website over a given period of time. 
The number of visitors is an indicator of whether search 
marketing efforts are working. One can analyze, for example, 
whether the site traffic continues to increase, and one can 
take into account seasonality, pricing competitiveness, and 
visibility on online travel agency sites. You can also compare 
the current level of activity on a year-over-year basis, given 
the state of the economy and marketing efforts this year and 
last year. Since Google Analytics provides a distribution of 
new and repeat visitors, it is also possible, and advisable, 
to note whether more or fewer new visitors are coming to 
the site and whether these visitors continue to represent 
the same percentage of total visitors, or a higher or lower 
percentage. These figures could provide an indication of how 
much impact search marketing is having in attracting new 
customers. 

Exhibit 3

Google analytics tracking code display
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Page views. This measures the number of website pages 
viewed by visitors. The number of page views (or pages 
viewed per visitor) addresses several issues, beginning with 
whether people coming to the site are reading multiple pages, 
which gives a strong indication of whether they are engaged. 
Two considerations in these data involve whether the site’s 
search and pay per click keywords are attracting the right 
kind of visitors (i.e., truly interested visitors) , and whether 
visitors consider the site content valuable and appropriate. If 
the site has many visitors, but they do not view many pages, 
this is an indication that there may be issues with the site or 
the search marketing approach. The same sort of informa-
tion is provided by the average time spent per visitor on the 
website. 

Click-throughs to the booking engine. This measures 
the number of instances when visitors viewed the site’s 
booking page to check rates or get other information. This 
is a more robust measure of customer response than page 
views. Click-throughs suggest that individuals have been 
reached by search marketing and may be considering a 
purchase. It does not necessarily mean that these are new 
or incremental customers or that search engine marketing 
alone has been the reason for the activity. Current or repeat 

customers are likely to visit a hotel’s website through search. 
A full portfolio of marketing activities is likely to influence 
the users’ search and response. Moreover, the conversion 
of a visit (click-through) to a booking (and the subsequent 
generation of potential revenue) involves more than the 
source of a click-through from a specific search engine (and 
search marketing activities). It also includes the activities of 
pricing, revenue management, and IT, not to mention that 
the hotel must have available rooms for the dates in question. 
Beyond that, the rates and services must be competitive with 
the market, and the booking engine must be easy to use. 

Revenue generated. This is a measure of the revenue 
generated by search marketing. To determine revenue gener-
ated, it must be possible to link search marketing–induced 
traffic (i.e., click-throughs) to actual bookings and paid 
stays at the property. The conversion activity on the book-
ing engine can be linked to search marketing efforts if the 
code generated by the website analytics tool (for example, 
the Google Analytics code) is also embedded in the booking 
engine source code. Revenue data can be obtained from the 
website analytics tool or from the booking engine software 
(example, Netbooker NG from Pegasus, iHotelier from Trav-
elClick, or the Synxis booking engine). 

Exhibit 4

Sources of website traffic and reservations
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using a search engine to locate a branded property in a given 
destination is more apt to book the property once directed 
to the hotel website (via a click through) than an indepen-
dent leisure customer searching for the lowest hotel price for 
an economy property for a leisure trip.

Because of the many intervening variables, care must 
be exercised in deriving a return on investment on the basis 
of click-through data. Many tracking routines capture only 
the last click from a search engine or other intermediary 
site to the brand website. The routines may not capture the 
click stream that led to the brand site where that may have 
involved a set of sites that the user visited before clicking 
through to the brand site. Even if some routines do capture 
this information for a given user’s session, they do not cap-
ture it for activity and click streams that could have occurred 
in a user’s past search sessions and other shopping. The 
effect of this is that too much influence may be attributed to 
the last click when, in fact, a considerable amount of search 
activity may have occurred for the user before that person 
arrived at the brand site, or the last click. That, in turn, could 
cause some search terms and intermediary sites to be given 
inflated ROIs.

2. Detailed Website Tracking
A higher level of search marketing analytics involves un-
derstanding the source and conversion rates of visitors to 
the hotel website, as depicted in Exhibit 5. This information 
enables the marketer to evaluate the effectiveness of different 
search engines, directories, and targeted keywords. The main 
KPIs for detailed website tracking for search engine market-
ing are presented below.

Search terms. Search terms are the words that search 
engine users enter, hoping to get useful search results (dis-
plays). In turn, these terms have the potential to drive users 
to a hotel’s website. The more specific the keyword, the better 
the performance. Keywords that are related to the brand, 
such as the hotel brand name, can have greater response, 
measured by the ratio of click-throughs to views, than a 
generic word. Generic search terms might be associated 
with hotel’s geographic location, features (for example, on 
the beach, next to an attraction) or specific characteristics 
relevant to the property (e.g., family oriented area, near a 
special event venue). These same factors can affect the con-
version rate. For example, a hotel brand loyalty club member 

Exhibit 5

Tracking search-marketing revenue generation
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Referring search engine. Since there are several search 
engines, including Google, Yahoo, and Bing, it is useful to 
understand which engines are most effective in driving users 
to the hotel website. As well, each of the sites has different 
PPC fees. So, productivity in terms of website traffic and 
conversions per dollar can be important for determining the 
ROI of one site versus another.

Feeder market. It is useful to see which cities and ge-
ographies are generating the most traffic. Knowing the geo-
graphic origination of traffic is useful for geographic-target 
marketing efforts in the markets that are the highest drivers 
of traffic and business to the brand site. As a result, analyzing 
the productivity of keywords by geographic market can en-
hance search marketing effectiveness. For example, making 
keyword PPC buys in areas that are natural or historic feeder 
markets for a property can improve that keyword’s ROI.

Sophisticated Conversion Tracking: 
The highest level of sophistication in website analytics is 
determining the click-stream path of site visitors. This 
analysis seeks to record the set of sites that visitors followed 
before arriving at the hotel’s website, and to determine how 
that path affects website use and conversions. Within the 
property website, path analysis provides a better under-
standing of which pages are most effective in engaging users 
and creating bookings, and which pages seem to cause the 
visitor to abandon the site. The main goal of such analysis 
is to understand and improve the content, functionality, 
and navigation of the site to maximize visitor engagement 
(i.e., page views per visit) and conversion. The main KPIs to 
monitor such activity are given below.

Click-through path. This tracks the click-through 
path for a website visitor who books a confirmed reserva-
tion. This information provides information about the most 
productive referring websites, including search engines, in 
terms of confirmed bookings and subsequent revenue.

Entrance pages. This information measures which 
website pages receive the highest traffic from other sites, 
including search engines and, if click-stream analysis is used, 
which set or sequence of sites creates the most traffic and 
conversions. Such information can be used to enhance these 
and other pages to improve user engagement and conversion.

Exit pages. When website users leave the site without 
booking, it’s worth knowing whether certain pages are most 
likely to be associated with abandonment. So, one can record 
the website pages where users most often leave or “drop off ” 
the site. Having this information can help marketers make 
better decisions about website optimization to enhance 
engagement or conversions through improved content and 
navigation functionality.

PhoCusWright research indicates that even when travel-
ers check prices and availability on supplier and intermedi-

ary websites, they often complete bookings on other websites 
or with a call to the reservation center or the property.8 This 
may occur more often for independent properties or proper-
ties that have a site separate from the brand site. In these 
cases, visitors are more apt to leave the hotel’s website to 
make a booking on the brand site or a third party site such 
as Expedia or Travelocity than they are to finish the booking 
on the property’s site.

Measuring ROI: Process and Challenges
Although a typical search ROI calculation is straightforward, 
its accuracy is subject to considerations that we’ll discuss in 
a moment. The simple ROI calculation uses search market-
ing investment (expenses) and incremental revenue gener-
ated data, as follows:

The incremental cost of search marketing typically in-
cludes incremental staff costs for search marketing activities 
such as SEO, media spending, and agency fees (which are 
incurred if an outside vendor is used). The main consider-
ation in calculating an accurate ROI involves determining 
the true incremental revenue created by search marketing. 
Exhibit 4 (on page 11) illustrates the typical marketing and 
booking scenarios for the lodging industry, which can result 
in bookings on any of the following channels:
• Internet booking engine,

• Phone reservations,

• Group bookings (hard to measure), and

• Secondary channels (including third-party channels 
such as Expedia, Travelocity, and Orbitz). 

A complete picture of ROI on search marketing activi-
ties involves tracking each of the channels. Not only is this 
difficult, but it can differ for each property based on the 
mix of customer segments served, the choice of distribution 
channels, and the functionality of the booking engine. Let’s 
look at each of these channels.

Internet Booking Engines
Internet booking engines are the direct channel for search 
marketing efforts, and their search marketing ROI is easily 
measured. As illustrated in Exhibit 4, the internet booking 
engine does not need to be hosted on the same server as the 
website that is the recipient (or target) for search marketing. 
Most booking engine reports capture details about the actual 
bookings received via the target property website. Most ma-

8 PhoCusWright, Consumer Tracking Study, 2009.

=Return on 
Investment 

(Incremental Revenue – Incremental Cost of Search Marketing)

Incremental Cost of Search Marketing
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jor chain bookings and several commercial booking engines 
(e.g., Netbooker NG from Pegasus, iHotelier from Travel-
Click, or the SynXis booking engine) allow users to assign 
specific codes for different channels to track the booking 
source, such as website, paid search (PPC), branded or ge-
neric keyword types, e-mail marketing campaigns, or banner 
ads. To support search marketing, the booking engine must 
be assigned a specific code for all reservations coming from 
the property website that are associated with a particular 
search engine (or keyword, or keyword type). 

Phone Tracking
As we said, a substantial amount of conversion from 
online marketing efforts, including search marketing, oc-
curs through a phone call to the reservation center or the 
property. This suggests that measuring the ROI from search 
marketing by directed website traffic conversion alone may 
understate the effect of search marketing efforts. 

The relationship between online conversion and sales 
through traditional channels (such as phone calls to the res-
ervation center or to the property) is typically expressed as a 
ratio. For every website booking there is some correspond-
ing number of bookings influenced by the site traffic but 
completed offline. The actual ratio depends on the type of 
hotel (e.g., branded or independent), the type of market seg-
ment served (e.g., business or leisure and group or transient), 
the quality of website content and functionality, and the mix 

of new and (loyal) repeat guests. 
For example, one could imagine 
that the phone conversion ratio 
for a mid-scale, urban, branded 
property might be lower than for 
an upscale, independent hotel in 
a resort destination. The online-
to-telephone conversion may also 
be lower if the hotel is promoting 
packages where consumers may 
have more questions about the 
packages that require inquiries to 
the reservation center or property 
itself. 

There are several technolo-
gies available to track phone call 
conversions. At the simplest level, 
a specific toll-free number can be 
assigned to certain website pages, 
such as those used by large and 
small groups or specific busi-
nesses or those associated with 
specific packages or campaigns. 
This way calls can be tracked back 
to website pages, customer types, 

campaigns, or packages. More sophisticated phone tracking 
software tools are available in the market or through market-
ing agencies that also track calls for marketing campaigns 
or packages. In addition, such tools provide the capability 
to record phone calls and measure actual conversion using 
survey techniques. The main KPIs for combined online and 
phone tracking conversion are given below:
•	 Campaign tracking—Which marketing campaigns, or-

ganic search, paid search, or email marketing programs 
are being most effective?; 

•	 Search engine tracking—Which search engines are 
producing the most phone calls?; 

•	 Keyword tracking—Which keywords are being most 
effective?; and

•	 Actual conversion—How much revenue is actually 
booked? 

Depending on the level of desired sophistication and 
the size of the marketing budget, a marketer may choose to 
perform analysis at the simplest level, where there is a dedi-
cated toll-free number assigned to the website for telephone 
conversion analysis. At a more sophisticated level, this 
technique may be expanded to track the specific source of 
the call and associated telephone-to-online conversion ratios. 
Agencies like Milestone are capable of providing detailed 
analysis of such relationships, as shown in Exhibit 6.

Exhibit 6

Sample phone tracking report from Milestone
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Group Bookings
As suggested by PhoCusWright, a substantial 
amount of group hotel business—nearly 40 per-
cent—is shopped and booked online.9 Most group 
business leads either call or fill out a request for 
proposal (RFP) online. Some chains, like Hilton 
(www.hilton.com) and Marriott (www.marriott.
com), permit real-time online small group bookings 
for participating properties. Some software ven-
dors, like Passkey (www.passkey .com) and Starcite 
(www.starcite.com), permit tracking for specific 
large events. At the simplest level, by having a group 
booking form on the website (or permitting small 
group real-time booking), it is possible to both serve 
and track group business by monitoring how many 
group business requests come from the website 
relative to the number of visitors who are driven 
(i.e., by click through) to the group pages on the 
site. Sophisticated proprietary tracking tools from 
companies like Milestone and Cendyn monitor the 
total requests received online as well as categorize 
the leads by type, (e.g., weddings, meeting planners). 
Exhiibt 7 shows a sample website form to be filled 
out by visitors interested in group business and a 
sample tracking report for group bookings received 
through the website. 

Tracking Secondary Conversion
Consumers compare rates while searching online. 
PhoCusWright reports that leisure travelers usually 
visit two or three sites when purchasing leisure trav-
el (average 2.6 sites).10 Similarly, when consumers 
are selecting a destination and shopping for travel 
services they usually visit three or four sites (average 
3.6).11 This suggests that search marketing efforts 
will have a secondary impact on the reservations 
received from other channels, including telephone 
and third party sites. This effect can be magnified if 
the hotel does not maintain rate parity or offers bet-
ter value in other non-brand channels. 

Final Insights
Accurately measuring the effectiveness of search marketing 
through key performance indicators and incremental rev-
enue generated is complex. Search marketing has inevitably 
become part of the overall marketing portfolio. So, separat-
ing out the specific effects of search marketing is difficult. It’s 

9 PhoCusWright,  “Groups and Meetings: Market Opportunity Redefined,” 
January 2007.
10 PhoCusWright, “Consumer Travel Report: Behavioral Trends,” April 
2009.
11 Ibid.

 

Exhibit 6

Website tracking for group bookings

useful and informative for marketers to identify KPIs that 
indicate that increased website traffic has led to conversions, 
particularly when they are associated, at least on the basis 
of the timing, with actions taken, such as SEO efforts and 
keyword buys. However, capturing such effects through the 
property website alone may well understate the effect of 
search marketing, since there’s really no way to relate sales 
closed on other channels (such as the telephone) to the ef-
fects of search marketing. 

So, here are some recommendations for tracking the 
effectiveness of search marketing activities: 
• Develop a process to survey, monitor, or benchmark 

conversion of hotel website traffic for all distribution 
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channels, including the hotel website booking engine, 
phone reservations, group bookings, and secondary 
conversion on third party channels; 

• Define what KPIs are relevant to measuring success of 
search engine marketing efforts (e.g., visitors, new visi-
tors, page views, page views-per-visitor, click-throughs); 

• For sophisticated analysis determine the effectiveness 
of search marketing efforts by tracking the search terms, 
referring search engines and directories, feeder markets, 
and visitors’ physical location;

• For additional sophisticated analysis, track the conver-
sion paths, along with website entrance and exit pages; 

• Track telephone conversion by placing dedicated phone 
numbers and codes in hotel websites;

• For group booking, use RFP and phone number track-
ing to capture website traffic conversion. Periodic 
surveys of sales leads may also be used to estimate the 
effect of search marketing on groups; 

• Train front desk and sales force staff to record informa-
tion from callers on how they heard about the hotel 
when answering phone calls or in face-to-face meetings; 
and

• Monitor secondary channels and overall changes in 
reservations relative to search marketing activity, and 
not just the website booking engine. 

A Simple Search Marketing Analysis Tool
This report provides some rudimentary tools that can be 
used to analyze search data for hotels. It allows the user to 
capture a small set of data items from Google Analytics that, 
combined with some hotel specific information, can be used 
to derive an ROI for search activities and to evaluate some 
KPIs for keyword buys.

Simple Search Results Review Tool
An Excel spreadsheet tool accompanies this report on the 
Cornell CHR website that supports simplistic search results 
analysis. The tool uses data on search views (or impressions), 
click-throughs to the hotel website from a search engine, and 
subsequent recorded bookings. These data are available from 
Google Analytics (and from other search engines in some 
cases). The tool explains how to get the data from Google 
Analytics (also described above). Using those data, the tool 
estimates search-engine-driven revenue by using the net 
rate paid and length of stay for the recorded bookings. (This 
information should be available from the hotel reservation 
system.) 

The tool also allows for the inclusion of bookings that 
may have been stimulated by the search process and brand 
website but were booked by the call center. To estimate this 

The highest level of 
sophistication in website 
analytics is determining the 
click-stream path of site 
visitors.
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revenue requires a hotel to track calls that likely came from 
someone using the site (e.g., with a separate toll-free number 
for the website). Length of stay and rate information for 
those calls (which should be available from the reservation 
system) can be used to estimate the search-driven revenue 
from those calls.

The tool provides a place to input the cost of search 
marketing. These costs could include payments to a vendor 
for search services, the cost of staff dedicated doing SEO or 
making keyword purchases, and the cost of keyword buys. 
Using this information, a search ROI can be calculated.

Adwords ROI Calculator
Another simple tool, also accompanying this report on the 
CHR website, allows the user to capture information about 
search keyword KPIs. These include the number of impres-
sions (clicks), page position, click throughs, and cost per 
click for specific keywords. The tool allows the user to indi-
cate the keyword (or keywords) as either “brand,” “generic,” 
or “combination.” This feature allows the user to track KPIs 
and analyze them over time, by type, or other criteria. Such 
information can provide some indication of the relative 
activity of for the keywords, the activity per dollar spent, 
and variations in such information for generic versus brand 
words.

More Complex Analysis Is Possible  
(and Advisable)
At best, these are rudimentary tools. Google Analytics (www.
google/analytics/) and Omniture (www.omniture.com/
en/) provide instructions and support for users to perform 
more sophisticated analysis. To do this, however, requires 
more investment of time by hotel staff or the engagement 
of commercial vendors who provide web analytical services. 
Also, to get at some higher analytical levels may require hotel 
reservation system capabilities that support keyword-driven 
click and booking tracking. As well, the website may have 
to have certain codes (available from the search engine) that 
can be embedded in the site’s programming scripts to sup-
port tracking.

Effective search marketing is a critical component of a 
marketing strategy. Most any hotel management should be 
at least minimally active in managing that type of marketing. 
Using simple tools is a means to get started and should lead 
to the use of more sophisticated tools. n

Tools
Accompanying this report are two spreadsheet 
tools. The first tool supports the rudimentary 
analysis that we described of search marketing 
activities (ROI). With the spreadsheet is a set of 
instructions for the user on how to obtain data 
from Google Analytics to populate the tool (also 
described in this report). 

The second spreadsheet tool also can be 
downloaded, but is also hosted at Cornell School 
of Hotel Administration. You can link the tool to 
Google, and thus automatically capture data from 
Google to permit analysis of keyword activity and 
to analyze keyword performance. 

http://www.google/analytics/
http://www.google/analytics/
http://www.omniture.com/en/
http://www.omniture.com/en/
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